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Frederick William Dame 

(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

JUST THINKING 

Number 5 

 

*** 
At a House hearing to discuss the legality of Obama’s “free birth control and abortion 

pill” mandate, Committee chairman Darrell Issa (R-CA) states that the hearing is 

about “basic question of religious freedom, and whether or not protection will be 

afforded to religious institutions who wish to follow their conscience in refusing to pay 

for products they find morally objectionable.  …A government policy that encroaches 

on the conscientious objections of religious groups concerns all Americans who 

value the protections of the First Amendment.” Obama’s decree is a “solution” to a 

problem that does not exist. 

 

JT:  Darrell Issa is correct in his statement. … However, what is Mr. Issa going to do 

about it?  During the last four years he has done nothing to expose and punish 

Obama's regime for breaking the laws of the Constitution.  What is the use of having 

a Congressman with investigative and subpoena power if they are never put to use 

to convict criminals? 

*** 

 

http://biggovernment.com/publius/2012/02/17/terror-suspect-arrested-near-u-s-

capitol/ 

Congresswoman Michele Bachmann (R-MN) writes on Facebook, “The suspect 

today who approached the U.S. Capitol planning to detonate a bomb was using 

jihad-influenced methods of terrorism. The White House refers to this as ‘homegrown 

violent extremist.’ How is it homegrown if this was not an American citizen? It also 

appears that this individual was living in the U.S. illegally for years. I intend to find 

out how he was allowed to live here.” 

Pamela Geller writes, "And what is Obama’s response?  Disarm the FBI, disarm the 

military, ban ‘jihad’ from the lexicon. Obama invites the universal caliphate 

organization, the OIC, to Washington, DC behind closed doors to talk about 

imposing bans on free speech in submission to the blasphemy laws under the 

sharia. In the past year alone, at least 20 people have been arrested in the United 

States on terrorism-related charges, according to the Senate Select Committee on 
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Intelligence. But the NY Times says there is no jihad threat. …This jihadist [Amine El 

Khalifi] has been living in the US for twelve years, but FOX and the rest of the US 

media refers to this devout Muslim as Moroccan (as if Morocco had anything to do 

with this act of war). The press does not dare say ‘Muslim,’ even though these 

Muslim soldiers scream ‘allahu akbar’ and go jihad in the cause of Islam. No, in the 

UK, the enemedia and political quislings use the word ‘Asian’ for Muslim. In France, 

they use ‘youth.’ In Denmark, Sweden and Germany, they use ‘immigrant’ for Muslim 

(even if the jihadists are second or third generation). In many European countries, 

‘immigrant youth.’ In the US, the media  use country of origin or nationality in place of 

Muslim. In Israel, they use ‘Arab.’ Lipstick on a savage. It is jihad in the cause of 

Islam. Period.” LongWarJournal.org points out that Amine El Khalifi set out to bomb 

the Capitol “after first praying at the Dar al-Hirjah mosque in Northern Virginia”— 

 

JT:  It is important for Barack Hussein Obama and his regime to be politically correct 

in their remarks and decisions.  Barack Hussein and his regime surely have only 

goodness in their hearts.  Barack Hussein Obama and his regime would definitely 

not put the United States of America in a situation that it might become the target of 

a foreign terrorist, particularly when there are enough homegrown terrorists in the 

United States who are called patriots and who are a threat to America.  Barack 

Hussein Obama and his regime are so thoughtful. 

*** 

 

In an agreement with Michelle Obama Mars Candy agrees to phase out its largest 

candy bars. 

 

JT:  I'm so glad that there is a Michelle Obama who is looking out for the dietary 

needs of children and adults.  She is such a person to emulate!  No one can down 

XXXL hamburgers like Michelle!  No one can eat an XXXL portion of French-fries like 

Michelle!  No one can eat a three-pound steak like Michelle!  No one can dish out 

meal portions to US troops like Michelle!  No one can tell the American military what 

to eat like Michelle!  No one can do the grubbing in a biological White House Garden 

like Michelle!  Isn't that supportive of her person in that she, of course, does all of the 

work?  She doesn't want any gardener other than herself doing the work.  (Was that 

a racist comment?)  No one can have a possible secret lover and not have it 

disclosed like Michelle!  Coming full circle to Mars Candy, methinks that Michelle 

stored up enough large Mars Candy bars in the past to fill out her body parameters 

to the point of explosion! 

*** 
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The Guardian reports, “Officials in key parts of the Obama administration are 

increasingly convinced that sanctions will not deter Tehran from pursuing its nuclear 

programme, and believe that the US will be left with no option but to launch an attack 

on Iran or watch Israel do so. [Obama] has made clear in public, and in private to 

Israel, that he is determined to give sufficient time for recent measures, such as the 

financial blockade and the looming European oil embargo, to bite deeper into Iran’s 

already battered economy before retreating from its principal strategy to pressure 

Tehran. But there is a strong current of opinion within the administration—including 

in the Pentagon and the state department—that believes sanctions are doomed to 

fail, and that their principal use now is in delaying Israeli military action, as well as 

reassuring Europe that an attack will only come after other means have been 

tested.” One official says, “Sanctions are all we’ve got to throw at the problem. If they 

fail then it’s hard to see how we don’t move to the ‘in extremis’ option.” The Guardian 

notes, “Earlier this month, the US defence secretary, Leon Panetta, told the 

Washington Post that he thought the window for an Israeli attack on Iran is between 

April and June. But other official analysts working on Iran have identified what one 

described as a ‘sweet spot,’ where the mix of diplomacy, political timetables and 

practical issues come together to suggest that if Israel launches a unilateral assault it 

is more likely in September or October, although they describe that as a ‘best 

guess.’” 

 

JT:  Obama will not support anything other than very weak sanctions.  At the same 

time, he will probably advise Teheran on how to elude the sanctions.  The time was 

ripe to topple the mullahs in Iran in 2009.  But Barack Hussein Obama is such a 

peace-loving man that he would never threaten a foreign country.  He is expecting 

that Iran in the not-too-far-future will have the atomic bomb and that he will be invited 

to Teheran when it conducts its first atom bomb attack on Israel.  At that time, he can 

bow to Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and the Moon-god mullahs in Iran and thank them for 

their international peacekeeping politics. 

*** 

 

ThePostEmail.com reports, “[T]he U.S. Supreme Court will be conferencing today to 

decide whether or not to hear the case of Purpura v. Sebelius, which challenges the 

constitutionality of the health care bill and Obama’s eligibility to hold office. Plaintiffs 

Nicholas Purpura and Donald R. Laster, Jr. call their challenge the ‘We the People’ 

brief. Purpura stated that his case is ‘the best one’ to challenge the Patient 

Protection and Affordable Care Act passed in March 2010 by the 111th Congress 

and signed by Obama.  He had submitted a Request for Reargument to the 

Supreme Court’s decision not to hear the case on January 17, 2012. Purpura has 
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stated that ‘the reason they don’t want to take the case and why they’re most 

frightened is Count 6,’ which claims that if Obama is not eligible to serve as 

President [because he is not a natural born citizen], the bill is null and void.” 

 

JT:  I don't think the Supreme Court has stranding! 

*** 

 

Egyptian authorities have announced a February 26 trial date for 43 employees, 

including 16 or 19 Americans, of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) accused 

of using foreign funds to provoke unrest. According to Fox News, “At least three of 

the seven indicted Americans who still live in Egypt are currently taking refuge at the 

US Embassy as guests of the American ambassador, including Sam LaHood, the 

son of US Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood.” 

 

JT:  It is really a sorry situation for the 43 employees including 16 or 19 Americans.  

What is sorry about it is that Barack Hussein Obama and his regime are doing 

nothing to get them freed!  Barack Hussein Obama in all of his goodness should give 

the Egyptian military an ultimatum they can't refuse:  perhaps giving Egypt military 

support in an Egyptian invasion of Israel.  He has certainly thought of this approach.  

He is such a foreign policy genius!  Hey, we could exchange Ray LaHood for 

hostages! 

 

Candy Crowley host of the television program State of the Union interviews Howard 

Schultz, the CEO of Starbucks. Crowley notes the rising stock market, the slightly 

lower unemployment rate, and rising levels of consumer confidence in an effort to 

get Schultz to agree that Obama’s policies are working. Schultz responds, “[Y]ou 

cannot use the stock market as a proxy for the economy, and consumer confidence, 

although it is a good metric, also [it] should not be the primary issue. I really believe 

that the economy, perhaps on the margin, has been improved, but at the same time 

you have the majority of states in America [that] are facing insolvency, cutting social 

services and the safety net of the people who need it most, and the unemployment 

level is at a level that we should not be celebrating the fact that we’re down from 9.1 

to 8.3 [percent]. We still have a disastrous situation in America where people feel as 

if they have no hope and no opportunity for jobs, and as a result of that their self-

esteem—it’s almost a fracturing of the morality of America when we’re celebrating 

these kinds of statistics, when we still have so many people in the country who can’t 

find a job." 
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JT:  Howard Schultz is correct.  But the answer is so damn politically correct it does 

not tell the truth behind the employment situation.  Schultz forgot to say it is all 

Obama's fault.  That Obama has no sense of what makes an economy productive.  

That Obama has no sense of capitalism.  That Obama has no sense of what is good 

for the USA.  Schultz should have said that Obama has sense for only what is bad 

for the USA! 

*** 

 

On February 17 the White House released a schedule of Vice President Joe Biden’s 

upcoming activities. It stated, “On Thursday, the Vice President will travel to Boston, 

Massachusetts, Manchester, New Hampshire and Providence, Road Island to attend 

campaign events.”   

 

JT:  It should be written "travel to:  Boston, Massachusetts; Manchester, New 

Hampshire; and Providence, Road Island to attend campaign events."  Of course, 

there are roads in Rhode Island!  Evidendly, this is another state of the union!  That's 

cool!  Obama wants to be cool!  That's cool!  Obama likes to sing!  That's cool!!! 

Obama can't sing!  That's the coolest!  Democrats and progressives have reached 

one of their goals:  America has been dumbed down!  That's cool!  Waite … ah minit.  

Tha Wait Hose a gut it korrekt.  That's cool!  Evidently, Michelle and Valerie Jarrett 

worked on Joe Biden's schedule. They missed the point!  Barack Hussein Obama 

will go down in history – hopefully so deep that he will never see light – as the 

president who rode the Democratic Party jackass named Island. 

*** 

 

Muslims Riot Over Improper Disposal Of Korans 

KABUL (BHN) Thousand of Muslims in Afghanistan continue to riot after Afghan 

laborers found charred copies of the Koran while collecting rubbish at Bagram 

Airbase. 

In an effort to prevent this type of situation from happening again, non-Muslims are 

asked to observe the following Islamic rules for proper Koran disposal: 

• Never burn the Koran on the ground - this is considered an insult to the 

Islamic faith. Always burn the Koran on a plate or in a receptacle. 

• Always burn the Koran by itself or with the Hadith - never with other rubbish. 

• When disposing of the Koran in a toilet be careful not to defecate on the 

sacred book as it is forbidden.  Urinating on the Koran is acceptable, but only 

if you have not been drinking alcohol. 
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• When using a discarded Koran as an absorbent in a cat box, the above rules 

don't apply, as the sacred text has no meaning for cats, and they have little 

control over where they poop. 

• Never cook hot dogs over a burning Koran unless they are 100% beef. 

• When using discarded pages from the Koran as Kleenex, do not allow snot to 

touch the name Mohammad, as it is sacred.  

• If using a discarded Koran for target practice, make sure the bullets have not 

been in contact with pork products or a Jew. 

My comments: This information was badly needed - I realize now I've been doing it 

wrong! 

 
http://peacemoonbeam.typepad.com/bighairynews/2012/02/muslims-riot-over-improper-disposal-of-korans.html 

 

JT:  So what?!?  Burning the Koran is no great or important loss.  What was burned 

was the evil dogma of the Moon-god Allah and his lunatic Mohammed.  The above 

stated rules that you should keep in mind when burning the Koran are excellent 

guidelines.  I would like to provide some more that I have heard from patriotic 

Americans who speak the politically incorrect truth: 

1. Make sure you burn the Koran in a very cold Alaskan winter and that you have 

enough on stock to heat the cabin through the winter.  You can get free Korans 

from the King of Saudi Arabia as well as from some Islamic internet sites. 

2. Make sure you burn it in a stove to give enough heat to fry pork chops. 

3. Burn an image of Mohammed with it. 

4. Burn it during Ramadan when the crescent Moon-god shows itself. 

5. Grease it with pig fat so that it will cackle. 

6. Don't burn it alone.  Burn it with a copy of Saul Alinsky's Rules for Radicals, Karl 

Marx's Communist Manifesto, Mao Zedong's Little Red Book, and Barack 

Hussein Obama's speeches.  You will to have to burn all of the speeches, 

because like Rules for Radicals, the Communist Manifesto, and the Koran, they 

are evil. 

7. Have enough Korans to provide heat for frying a table full of XXXL hamburgers 

for Michelle. 
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8. Collect the ashes and air drop them over the Kaaba in Mecca. 

9. Go tell it on the mountain, over the hills, and all creation that the world has been 

set free from the evil dogma. 

10. Don't apologize for burning the Koran, because by burning it you will have burned 

a book that declares war on civilized people and the Judeo-Christian principles of 

human rights.  Burning it will be a good deed for the protection of humanity. 

 

Debbie Schlussel has a number of excellent reasons why there should have been no 

apologies and why there should be no apologies for burning the Koran.  

(http://www.debbieschlussel.com/47516/tired-of-obamas-koran-burning-apologies-

yet/) 

 

Then, there is four-star general John Allen who apologized.  I hope he apologized by 

crawling in Afghanistan dirt as low as possible, for that is the lowest action he could 

have taken.  The general is an outrage.  What he did is tantamount to treason.  In 

fact, his support of Barack Hussein Obama IS treason.  He should be demoted to 

nothingness and be sentenced to clean military latrines for the rest of his life.  All of 

Islam now understands that the Moon-god Allah and his lunatic Mohammed have 

defeated the land of freedom. 

*** 

 

Michelle Obama on the situations of families:  “If any family in this country is 

struggling, we can not (sic) be satisfied with our own families’ good fortune. …Who 

do we want to be? Will we be a country where success is limited to the few at the 

top? This country is strongest when we are all better off.” 

 

JT:  Of course, with "when we are all better off" Michelle means Barry, herself, and 

the two daughters, along with witch-craft-believing Grandmother. 

 

Michelle continues her blabbering:  “Every day, I hear about how folks are 

struggling—the bills they’re trying to pay; the businesses they’re trying to keep afloat. 

I hear about how folks are taking that extra shift, they’re working that extra job, 

they’re doing whatever they have to—they’re saving, they’re sacrificing, never 

spending a dime on themselves because they desperately want something better for 

their kids. And make no mistake about it, these struggles that I’m talking about, these 

are not new. For decades now, decades, middle-class folks have been squeezed 

from all sides. See, the cost of things like gas, groceries, tuition—prices continuing to 

rise, but people’s paychecks just haven’t kept up. And when this economic crisis hit, 

for far too many families the bottom just completely fell out. So, believe me, Barack 
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knows what it means when a family struggles.  (JT:  Barack has no understanding 

what struggling families experience.  His family never had to struggle and he never 

had to struggle.  He found enough idiots to do the work for him and to pay his bills.)  

He knows what it means when someone doesn’t have a chance to fulfill their [sic] 

potential. (JT:  What potential did he ever have?  The exploitation of others and the 

ability to throw them under the bus when they had served his purpose and he was 

through with them?) See, those are the experiences that have made him the man 

…he is today, and we are blessed to have him.  (JT:  Barack Hussein Obama is a 

man?  I think he is a rag!  We are blessed to have him?  We have received a curse!)  

And that is what I hear in his voice when he returns home after a long day traveling 

and he tells me about the people that he’s met.  (JT:  The only things I have heard in 

his voice are lies, lies, and lies!)  That’s what I see in those quiet moments late at 

night after the girls have gone to bed, and he’s poring over all those briefings and 

letters—the thousands of letters that he gets.  (JT:  Barack Hussein Obama probably 

pours coffee over the briefings.  His attention span is no longer than ten minutes!)  

The letter from the woman dying of cancer whose insurance company won’t cover 

her care. The letter from the father struggling to pay his family’s bills. The letter from 

far too many young people, young people with so much promise but too few 

opportunities.  (JT:  Michelle is making up sob-story fairy-tales!)  And I hear the 

passion and determination in his voice.  (JT: Determination to play a better round of 

golf!)  He says, ‘You will not believe what folks are going through.’ He says, 

‘Michelle, this ain’t right.  (JT:  Excellent English!) We’ve got to fix this. We have so 

much more work to do.’”  (JT:  Then he plays a round of golf!) 

*** 
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JT:  The devil and Obama are everywhere.  Are they the same it? 
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